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evidenced by his tentative relationship with 
distillery guide Molly. Roddy on the other 
hand is obnoxious, narcissistic, over-sexed, 
amoral and rich. He also gets all the best 
lines. At the heart of Smokeheads is the 
quintessential Scottish neurosis running 
like a peaty burn from Hogg and Stevenson 
through to the present day: be good and fail, 
win and lose your soul to the Devil.

As with Johnstone’s memoir of fictional 
Scottish indie also-rans, The Ossians, it’s 
this fault line in Scottish identity that 
interests him most. Whisky provides a 
useful metaphor for what’s good and bad in 
Scottishness. On the one hand it represents 
“the release from the humdrum… into 
something more… spiritual”, acknowledging 
“the beautiful complexity of the world”, but 
mostly it’s about “getting pissed”. Whisky is 
also a potent symbol for Scottish creativity: 
“no other drink borrows so much from 
outside influences, really absorbs those tastes 
and flavours and sensations then transforms 
then into something utterly new and 
original”. But be reassured, Johnstone is light 
on the philosophising and heavy on action, 
which comes thick and fast: high speed 
crashes, psychopathic coppers, exploding 
illegal stills and frantic chases across snowy 
moors. He returns to the gut-wrenching 
violence of his debut, Tombstoning, and 
there’s a similar body count. 

Smokeheads is wholly successful 
as a gripping page-turner, Johnstone’s 
prose unpretentious and Islay a suitably 
claustrophobic, hostile backdrop. Accepting 
the implausibility of it all goes with the 
territory. But if there’s one criticism it’s in 
the rather downbeat ending, considering 
the high-jinks that have come before. 
After the principal dénouement there’s 
a hint of conflict to come, which fails to 
materialise and is instead replaced by a 
relatively introspective epilogue. But with a 
switch in publisher and uisge beatha’s global 
popularity, it’s likely that Smokeheads will 
bring Johnstone’s brand of rough but potent 
peatreek a whole new audience. 
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Whisky is the drink of choice for Scottish 
non-fiction. A single Amazon search 
returned 60 in-print companions to our 
national tipple before I stopped counting. 
The industry is bigger business, contributing 
£2.7 billion to the Scottish economy per year 
and employing 10,000. There’s money in them 
there hills. But the water of life has held little 
interest for fiction writers. I can’t think of a 
single ‘great Scottish whisky novel’ beyond 
Compton Mackenzie’s 1947 Whisky Galore, a 
significant contribution to the tartanalia that 
has exercised our self-image for the last 150 
years.

Perhaps that’s why novelists have given 
whisky a body-swerve. Ironically, considering 
how potent its mythology proves abroad, for 
the Scots, it’s deeply unsexy. That’s not to say 
we’re not proud of whisky’s success, but for 
many it’s an old man’s drink, the choice of 
the wife beater and milky-eyed pant pisser.

Doug Johnstone is to be commended for 
taking another look at our greatest export. 
While Smokeheads, his third novel, conforms 
to the tropes of high-octane Deliverance 
style thrillers, there’s something interesting 
lurking at the bottom of the literary mash 
tun. The story follows four thirty-somethings 
on a lads’ tasting trip to Islay, the modern, 
fashionable face of whisky tourism. The 
action is seen through the eyes of Adam, the 
whisky equivalent of Comic Book Guy in The 
Simpsons, a flabby boy-man still working 
in shop floor retail who’s prone to anxiety 
attacks but possesses a near supernatural 
ability to identify obscure malts by taste 
alone. There’s safe salaryman Ethan, mellow 
musician Luke and coked-up but über-
successful fund manager Roddy. 

Adam is in a rut but dreams of opening 
his own distillery on Islay. Wracked with 
self-doubt, he’s ultimately a good egg, as 
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